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aridity (3) and plant functional type (4) . We used different approaches, and Freeman et al. (5) raise several questions regarding scientific rationale and methods, including (i) regressions and arid site data, (ii) data averaging, and (iii) applications.
i) I viewed Earth's low mean annual precipitation (MAP) environments as key for groundtruthing models. Regardless, excluding low MAP (<90 mm/y) data changes my model predictions negligibly (<0.1‰ or <20 mm MAP) and implies compositions of −24.3‰ for the driest sites (<50 mm/y), indistinguishable from observations (−24.1 ± 0.6‰). Thus, data from arid sites do not seem anomalous.
I did not use a log 10 (MAP) regression, which has an infinite intercept, for three practical and theoretical reasons: data are fit better with an offset [i.e., log 10 (MAP + m o )] (2), data from arid sites have finite 0.71). Arguably, Tibetan data are anomalous, and altitude should be dropped (so to speak) from regressions. ii) Given the emphasis on geology by Freeman et al. (5), I assume that their comment about averaging applies to both modern and fossil systems. Modern data averages were justified already (2): individual studies, commonly conducted over days, weeks, or single seasons, may be highly biased by seasonal or annual MAP vagaries or geography. Averaging helps identify and guard against resulting outliers; numerous measurements of a single anomalous site may otherwise bias regressions. My compilation (2) was strongly angiosperm-dominant (∼90%), however, and should not be directly applied to gymnosperms (1, 4) .
Geological averaging is common, and potential biases are generally recognized both for chemical/isotopic and physical proxies (6) . I emphasized the importance of understanding limits to compositions and interpreting MAP within the context of other data, including potential dietary biases (2) . Ultimately, one may assume MAP from other proxies and calculate atmospheric δ 13 C (1) 
